
THE STATE THEATRE

Raiders of the Lost Ark on screen number 3, The Empire  
Strikes Back in the main screening room and Cannonball Run
2 on screen number 2, any of which I could see free. Plus 
popcorn if I brought my own bag, and sodas if I brought my
own cup. $3.35 an hour and all I had to do was tear tickets, 
kill roaches if they ran across the lobby, sweep, kick Mr.
Fidget out when he took out his weenus, inventory the hot
dogs, the buns, the cups, the lids, the bags of prepopped pop
corn, the bags, the butter, the whoppers, the junior mints,
restock, close up, and open the emergency doors when the
air conditioner broke, which happened all summer, while 
the same three films played 4 times a day, 5 on the weekends.
The midnight feature was 18 and over, softcore and mostly
couples, by which I mean men with women or women with
men. My uniform was a tie and a badge with a name on it.
Not even mine. A character from Crime and Punishment. I
wasn’t stupid. I got cruised by a Russian man and an English
teacher. Possibly others; I wasn’t always paying attention.
Gave notice and got fired in the same week, as one did when
the school year started. No hard feelings. That’s show biz.



THE RIVER SONG

In space there are no rivers
as we know them here, blue planet
of melted and melting ice

rivers that somniloquy at night along the
earth-packed levees, long lost lasses
crying for their done gone man

or other more practical reasons

rivers that gargle under wooden bridges
built like George Washington’s teeth
close together and unsmiling

rivers as Langston knew them
birthwaters, cradles, crescents of creation

or, as in Ovid, transformation, laurel
ringed and cypress filtered silt
of reclamation, upon they banks I wept
the night you went downriver
in my dreams and disappeared 
to the waking world

rivers that make borders and lines
between states, solid and liquid lines
the spaces in between where we cross
our bodies stroking against the flow 
I took you under in the moonlight
and we were gone in the surge and spurt
the little trickle at the end, my life

rivers tentacled and wrapped around
a sailor’s arm, ropeburned tattooed
covering up names he’d rather lose

rivers feeding catfish along the bottom
bass and crappies and arachnine crays

lucid dreams of ancient laws
come down from the mountains, swift
and sympathetic lightning striking
trout and brilliant minnow shattering



dispersing earth with each tendril
rivers,  none of which are on Venus 
or the wizened moon we couple under
along these unsettled mosaic shores

where will we swim tonight 
following the light down from its source
to the gaping mouth littered with stars



WHY WE HAVE NO FUTURE 
 

I want to be free 
To get up in the morning, pee 
And not come back to bed. 
We have no future together, he said 
Drawing a line in the sand 
Of  my chest, my nipples 
Rival castles divided by decree. 
What did he see in the leaves 
Of  his tea, prognosticator, 
Diviner. Sooth is not so soothing 
When it's removing what was built 
Even temporary, on a beach, 
Facing erasure, wave after wave. 
How much farther is the future.  
Is it a grave, is it a disease, is it 
Looming is it booming is it bust. 
We will see each other there 
In the future. Not see as in see 
But see, will we be visible 
To one another or blank, blank 
As a blank we fill in later 
With the wrong amount on a 
Receipt we're turning in 
To be reimbursed. What were 
We worth. What did we cost. 
In the future will it matter 
What is lost. It will not be 
A human trait to remember. 
We will have made ourselves 
Redundant, inefficient, and 
Less desirable than what can 
Be invented, ordered on a screen. 
In the future we'll check in 
Yet never see each other. Lost 
In the lobby of  a grand hotel 
Where nobody works. In the hotel 
Of  the future nobody wakes you. 
In the hotel of  the future nobody 
Makes the food. It tastes of  nobody. 
It doesn't matter, I says, 
Futures are over-rated. Castles, 
Too. And you, man, and you. 



plague year:  comet:  arc 

down came the irresistible, ghastly HE:  beclouded cheval glass 
the ugly visitation when the hearse pulls up to the curb 
unmaking the night.    bugs.    the disarray of  astonished bodies 
hurling through the streets, between buildings broken 
into myriad electrons, stitch of  illuminated roofs the everlasting 

HE:  my bedfellow, my taint, the angel as expected  
forsaking as expected, the apprehended angel 

   the funerary angel, the way HE fucks 
  like a bodybag, already empty, already depositing 
 its contents atop the toxic landfill, giving up the corpus 

giving up the skin and the assembly, giving up as expected 
leaf  and tree and blade, the verdure taken up 

stone and monument stone, instead, the concrete  
and the crude pigiron hammered into steel 

lightless HE.    unmerciful HE.    sad lamb HE:  under the streetlamp 
proffering his expendable sex to expendable passers-by 

  forgive us this flesh, the way it presses to be admitted 
 forgive this disheveled drapery of  night:  pull back, pull back 



he’s a maniac, maniac 

in the stanley kubrick movie of  your life, you are an isolated man 
going slowly mad in the drunken pillory of  the snow 

chasing a little version of  your self  with an axe 
because that’s what every hour is doing:  chasing you 

vexing, isn’t it, how often you’ve tried to write your story 
but the apparitions won’t let you, and the bottle calls 

from the ballroom, whispers of  every dead season 
at the overlook hotel.    it seems you’ve played this role before 

why can’t you just have closure?     it’s a horror movie, stupid 
the villain returns:  you are the villain:  any second last thoughts 



chronic 

were lifted over the valley, its steepling dustdevils  
the redwinged blackbirds convened  
vibrant arc their swift, their dive against the filmy, the finite air 

the profession of  absence, of  being absented, a lifting skyward 
then gone 
the moment of  flight:  another resignation from the sweep of  earth 

jackrabbit, swallowtail, harlequin duck:  believe in this refuge 
vivid tips of  oleander 
white and red perimeters where no perimeter should be 

here is another in my long list of  asides: 
why have I never had a clock that actually gained time? 
that apparatus, which measures out the minutes, is our own image 

losing, forever losing 

and so the delicate, unfixed condition of  love, the treacherous body 
the unsettling state of  creation and how we have damaged— 
isn’t one a suitable lens through which to see another: 
 filter the body, filter the mind, filter the resilient land  

and by resilient I mean which holds     
which tolerates the inconstant lover, the pitiful treatment 

the experiment, the untried & untrue, the last stab at wellness 

choose your own adventure:  drug failure or organ failure 
cataclysmic climate change  
or something akin to what’s killing the bees—colony collapse 

more like us than we’d allow, this wondrous swatch of  rough 

why do I need to say the toads and moor and clouds— 



in a spring of  misunderstanding, I took the cricket’s sound 
  
and delight I took in the sex of  every season, the tumble on moss 
the loud company of  musicians, the shy young bookseller 
anonymous voices that beckoned to ramble 
 to be picked from the crepuscule at the forest’s edge 

until the nocturnal animals crept forth 
 their eyes like the lamps in store windows 
  forgotten, vaguely firing a desire for home 

hence, the body’s burden, its resolute campaign:  trudge on 

and if  the war does not shake us from our quietude, nothing will 

I carry the same baffled heart I have always carried 
 a bit more battered than before, a bit less joy 
for I see the difficult charge of  living in this declining sphere 

by the open air, I swore out my list of  pleasures:   
sprig of  lilac, scent of  pine  
the sparrows bathing in the drainage ditch, their song 

the lusty thoughts in spring as the yellow violets bloom 
 and the cherry forms its first full buds 
the tonic cords along the legs and arms of  youth  
 and youth passing into maturity, ripening its flesh 
growing softer, less unattainable, ruddy and spotted plum 

daily, I mistake—there was a medication I forgot to take  
there was a man who gave himself, decently, to me & I refused him 

in a protracted stillness, I saw that heron I didn’t wish to disturb 
was clearly a white sack caught in the redbud’s limbs 



I did not comprehend desire as a deadly force until— 
 daylight, don’t leave me now, I haven’t done with you— 

nor that, in this late hour, we still cannot make peace 

if  I, inconsequential being that I am, forsake all others 
how many others correspondingly forsake this world 

 light, light:  do not go  
I sing you this song and I will sing another as well 



M A S S  F O R  P E N T E C O S T :  C A N T I C L E  F O R  B I R D S  &  WAT E R S  
   
  
There is no cause to grieve among the living or the dead, 

so long as there is music in the air. 

And where the water and the air divide, I’ll take you there. 
	 The levee aureate with yellow thistles.  
White moth, wasp and dragonfly. 

We could not wish unless it were on wings. 
Give us our means and point us toward the sun. 

Will the spirit come to us now in the pewter paten of  the air, 
the fluted call of  dabbler drakes, the deadpan honk 

	 	 of  the white-fronted goose, the tule goose.  
Tongues confused in the matchstick rushes.  

High, high the baldpate cries, and in the air, 
and in the air, the red-winged blackbirds chase the damselflies. 

Triumph over death with me. And we’ll divide the air. 


